METICULOUS PERFECTION

Flexible Solutions &
PUNCTUAL DELIVERY
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OUR

World
Decovision was established in Abu Dhabi in 2003 to fill the need for a professional
interior solutions provider in the UAE market. With a strong focus on engineering and
project execution, Decovision quickly established a reputation for delivering a world
class service based on innovative design solutions and timely delivery.
Today, the company has over 40 professional engineers under management, and a
state-of-the-art factory. Decovision has become the interior contractor, design and
engineering firm of choice for many project owners, contractors and organizations.
Our large dedicated joinery & furniture factory in Mussafah gives us an edge over
other interior design solutions providers. Having our own facility means we can
accommodate large volumes of work while exercising quality control at every stage.
This is obviously of huge benefit to our customers in terms of timing and quality. This,
coupled with the expertise of our people, has been the key to our continued success.
We never forget that the success of our clients results in the success of our own
business. We never lose sight of that. Across design, engineering and production, we
aim to work seamlessly with our clients, delivering knowledge and expertise that helps
them make informed decisions and to better appreciate the quality of our products,
the beauty of our creative work and the professionalism of our engineering.
Our engineers develop an in-depth understanding of specific requirements and the
disciplines that drive them. We create product solutions that not only fulfil our client’s
brief and the intended purpose of the space, but go further to add value to the project.
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Our World
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OUR

VISION
To be the UAE’s leading interior contracting & design company. We will earn our
customers’ enthusiasm through continuous improvement, driven by teamwork and
the innovation of the latest and most advanced design concepts.
MISSION
To exceed our customers’ needs and expectations by delivering the highest quality
products and providing timely professional solutions.
COMMITMENT
At Decovision, we appreciate the cultural diversity of the region, its customs and its
traditions. We also appreciate the need for flexibility in our role as service provider,
whether at the design stage or on an administrative level arranging for permissions.
Our engineers are able to provide the necessary in-depth experience and
knowledge of the local project environment, which is essential to success.

. We deliver results

This is our grand commitment to our clients: a code of ethics, drawn
from extensive years of experience in the market, and a keen understanding
of what is important to our clients.
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Our Aspirations
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OUR

Our responsiveness to the needs of the market and our clients over the years has
helped us build an outfit that specializes in delivering results without exception.
From the initial brief to final designs to project completion, we are always completely
focused on the satisfaction of our clients. The fact that we have our own joinery and
carpentry factory means that we are able to provide creative solutions and quality
products. It also means that we have the resources to meet our clients’ demands
and project deadlines.
Through combining emerging technologies with creative production practices, our
services have rapidly expanded to answer the sophisticated demands of our clients.
Our association with reputable international firms that specialize in various areas
of furnishings, textiles and interior design means we have the depth and breadth
of resources to help clients implement projects and realize objectives.
Our range of services is constantly expanding to help our clients deal with
the most complex projects in today’s ultra-modern and high-tech environment.

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:
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Our Services
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OUR

At Decovision, we are the sum of all our parts. Every member of our 450-strong
workforce, from management down to factory worker, is an integral part of our
success; their experience and expertise is a recognized asset to the company
and has helped us build a reputation for unsurpassed quality, delivery and
innovation. For this reason, we look after our people. We truly believe that
the key to long-term success is to keep those who make Decovision a success
happy, satisfied and excited to share their ideas.
That’s why we have created an environment that offers the opportunity for growth
and learning at every stage and allows employees to enhance and hone their skills,
competence and ability at every stage of the company’s process.
The company’s day-to-day operation is managed by Mr. Youssef Farran, who has
amassed years of experience executing large-scale projects over the course of his
career. His experience in design and decoration works and the extensive industry
network he has cultivated over the years have contributed greatly to Decovision’s
success and to it maintaining its position as one of the leading companies in the
UAE’s interior contractor and design sector.
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Our People
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OUR

It’s good to create an innovative and show-stopping design on paper; it’s even better
to create it with the knowledge that the design can be executed to perfection.
Having our own joinery and furniture factory means we can confidently present innovative
ideas to our clients, secure in the knowledge that we control every aspect of quality in
the finished product. Our designers work closely with skilled craftsmen at the factory to
ensure that the final output matches the detailed specifications envisioned in the initial
presentation to the client.
The Vision Furniture & Decoration factory in Mussafah has been a part of Decovision
since 2003. The 24,000m2 facility employs over 550 skilled workers and produces
a vast range of wood products, decoration, carved wall panelling, doors, wardrobes,
kitchen cabinets, curtains and all kinds of furniture. The Vision Furniture & Decoration
factory has recently seen international industry-standard upgrades with investment
in state-of-the-art machinery including CNC rooter machines, automatic edge bands,
electronic beam saws, pressurised painting booths, drying chambers among others.
The new 8,500m2 extension places the factory among the biggest and most well
equipped furniture and joinery factories in the UAE. The new expansion has allowed
Decovision to extend its operations to include an upholstery division that provides the
factory with a wide range of options and quality control. Leather, velvet, woven fabrics,
hair, fibre, down and flock are among the vast number of materials used at our new
factory. With padding or stuffing, cushioning or covering, our upholstered furniture is
fabricated to the highest quality with particular attention to a flawless finish, seating
comfort, and flair.

24,000m2 STATE OF THE ART FACTORY
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Our Factory
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OUR

Royal Group is a conglomerate of 85 large and medium sized companies based in the UAE.
Launched in the late 1990s, Royal Group currently employs over 15,000 people from a
variety of countries and cultures across a wide range of verticals and is supported through
its head office in Abu Dhabi. The Group has expanded at a tremendous pace and is one
of the largest business and investment holding houses in the UAE today. It has a significant
and growing presence internationally, with a broad spectrum of investments and partners
throughout the Middle East, Asia, USA and South America. The Chairman of Royal Group
is His Highness Sheikh Tahnoon bin Zayed Al Nahyan.
Arkan Building Materials Company PJSC was incorporated in Abu Dhabi in 2005.
It specializes in investing in the growing building products sector of the Gulf region.
Arkan was established by General Holding Corporation (GHC), a company whollyowned by the Government of Abu Dhabi.
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Our Group
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OUR

17. Hotels
. Etihad Towers - Jumeirah Hotel
. Marriott Kigali Hotel
. Rotana Khalidiya Hotel
. Danet Holiday Inn
. Marriott Courtyard Hotel
. Vision Link Hotel
. Meera Time Residence

61.
. Catch Restaurant
. Circo Restaurant
. Byblos Restaurant
. Hakkasan Restaurant Abu Dhabi & Dubai
. Mezlai Restaurant
. Flavor on Two - Tower Rotana
. Scotts Sea Food Restaurant
. Bice Restaurant
. Li Beirut Lebanese Restaurant
. Indigo Restaurant - Beach Rotana

141.
. Villa D Project
. Penthouse Project

157.
171.

121.
. Emirates Palace - Anantara Spa
. Etihad Towers - Gym & Spa
. Beach Rotana - Zen Spa
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Our Portfolio

184.
186.

. Arabtec Offices - IPIC Square
. Aabar Offices - IPIC Square
. Abu Dhabi VIP Lounge Airport

. Palaces
. Governmental
. Offices
. Hospitality
. Residencial
. Mosque
. Museum
. Commercial
. SPA

n
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Our World

Client
Sheikh Suroor Bin Mohammed Al Nahyan

General Joinery, fit-out works
and FF&E works

AECOM

DBI International
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Our World

ELEGANCE & SOPHISTICATION
JUMEIRAH SIGNATURE

The first Jumeirah hotel in Abu Dhabi has 400 guest suites and 182 serviced apartments,
all decorated with the quiet elegance and sophisticated style that have become synonymous
with the Jumeirah signature. The opulent theme is carried through from the rooms to public
areas of the hotel, including the lobby, spa, gymnasium, beach bar and pool bar.
Jumeirah’s nine restaurants vary from casual dining outlets to fine dining establishments,
each with interiors and decor that reflect the theme of each restaurant. The observation
deck, already stunning with sweeping vistas of the capital, is decorated in the distinct
Jumeirah style to complement the hotel and enhance the views over the cityscape.
Colors dominate these rooms, which have an air of purity and opulence. Yet the designs
and motifs are understated, refined and unobtrusive. The sense is that of space, and the
juxtaposition of modern furniture design with traditional motifs, complemented by a warm
yellow light, is indicative of richness and affluence.
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Etihad Towers - Jumeirah Hotel

021
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Etihad Towers - Jumeirah Hotel
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1
3
1. Meeting room.
2. Nahaam reception with its fine marble and funky lighting.
3. Fine detailing and clever lighting is evident throughout.
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Etihad Towers - Jumeirah Hotel
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Client
New Century Development

Interior fitout and FF&E works

NCD Design

NCD Design
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A MASTERPIECE
DESIGN INFLUENCES

Marriott is one of the most established and strong hotel chains in the
World, managing over 2,000 hotels worldwide. The Marriott brand is a
success story based on service quality across the world, and it is a vote
of confidence in Decovision that we were chosen for this prestigious
project in Rwanda.
The 252-room five-star Kigali Marriott Hotel is one of the most opulent
hotels in the African continent, and sets new standards in luxury, comfort
and innovation in hospitality interior design.
The Kigali Marriott boasts amazing VIP dining and entertainment facilities,
including a specialty restaurant and pool grill. The airy lobby lounge is
a place where guests are encouraged to relax throughout the day, hold
impromptu meetings with colleagues, or simply socialize with friends.
The hotel is an architectural masterpiece throughout, offering a fusion
of the best eastern and western design influences in an atmosphere
of unmatched modern grandeur and timeless elegance. These are
demonstrated through the giant mural, forming the centrepiece of the
restaurant, representing Africa’s heritage and economic growth;
and a regal majlis on the second floor.
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Marriott Kigali Hotel
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1. The welcoming and spacious hotel lobby lounge.
2. Common areas permeate sophisticated comfort.
3. Modern detailing in one of the hotel’s 252 rooms.
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Marriott Kigali Hotel
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Client
Private department of Sheikh Mohamad
Bin Khaled Al Nahyan

Interior design, decoration and execution
of interior fit-out works and furniture

Khatib & Alami

Decorpoint
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Our World

STYLISH APPEAL
AND SLEEK FINISHES

The Khalidiya Palace Raynaah Hotel in Abu Dhabi is an oasis for the Middle
Eastern businessman and tourist alike. The hotel is modern and subscribes to
a clean and simple luxury in its design. Only the very best is served to guests
and expressing gratitude is not only the dine thing, it is rude not to compliment
the host on a dinner well eaten.
The decorative glass mosaics add a sparkle, reflecting the myriad crystal
chandeliers throughout communal rooms. Islamic architecture has used mosaic
techniques to decorate religious buildings and palaces since Muslims conquered
the eastern provinces of the Byzantine Empire. Here the mosaic patterns take
their reference from the first great religious building of Islam, the Dome of the
Rock in Palestine, which was built between 688-692 AD.
There are other influences too. Rich floral motifs and crystal-studded columns
follow Roman traditions. Another striking element the laser-cut floor-to-ceiling
palm trees in the lobby area, taking reference from the palm trees that are
indigenous to the region.
Hospitality and generosity take pride of place in the Middle East, and so, when
it comes to dinning, meals are served to share and eating is a communal activity
that truly serves as a form of bonding. This concept has been established at
Khalidiya Palace Hotel, with large fluid areas populated with chairs and tables
that can be moved, grouped and rearranged at will, depending on the number
of guests invited.
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Rotana Khalidiya Hotel
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A SPARKLING OASIS

2

ARABIC WELCOME

1
3
1. The restaurant interior with flexible seating arrangements.
2. The dramatic internal atrium and curved balconies of Khalidiya Palace Hotel Lobby.
3. The formal and smart Conference Room.
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Rotana Khalidiya Hotel
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Client
Al Qudra Holdding Real Estate

Fit-out works and FF&E works

QP International

Interior Motives
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Danet Holiday Inn

041

A MINIMALIST APPROACH
IN EVERY WAY POSSIBLE

The eight-floor Danet Holiday Inn in Abu Dhabi sets a high bar in business
hospitality. The hotel offers over 200 standard and executive rooms and private
suites, state-of-the-art communication services, cafés, and premium facilities,
including a roof top leisure center.
Sophisticated dark wood and cool stainless steel, punctuated by fresh flowers and
complemented by clean marble floors, make for a contemporary feel with a warm,
fresh appeal. The rooms exude a quiet confidence with a minimalist approach that
speaks to comfort in every way possible. Colors are subdued in private rooms for
a relaxing and calming atmosphere; in stark contrast, communal receptions are
vibrant with playful splashes of color and striking patterns.
The Silk Routes were important paths for cultural, commercial and technological
exchange between traders, merchants, pilgrims and urban dwellers from Ancient
China, India, Tibet, Persia and Mediterranean countries for almost 3,000 years.
The interior design has borrowed heavily from the immense variety of goods,
textures, colors and flavors that the Silk Routes made available across the region.
This is evident in the selection of cushion covers, in the patterning on upholstery
and carpeted areas. It also plays out on the liberal inclusion of artifacts such as
vases and visual displays throughout the hotel.
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Danet Holiday Inn
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Client
Al Dar Properties

Interior fit-out and FF&E works

Keo Engineering

Foster & Partner
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045

046

Marriott Courtyard Hotel
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CHIC AND CONTEMPORARY STYLE

Courtyard by Marriott World Trade Centre, Abu Dhabi is centrally located in
Abu Dhabi’s downtown district and conveniently connected to the World
Trade Centre Mall.
The style is modern and sophisticated with Arabesque influences. Bedrooms
and suites at Courtyard by Marriott are elegantly furnished with chic, contemporary
European furniture in steel, glass and rich fabrics.
The 5th Street Café is designed to appeal to trendy young things for casual dining
– quick bites and flat whites. It’s full of trendy details like the suspended wicker egg
chairs, menus on chalkboards and artisan olive oil jar arrangements. Plenty of plug
sockets make it easy to set up shop at the communal table spread with magazines.
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Marriott Courtyard Hotel
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Client
Vision Link Hotel

Fit-out & FF&E works

Decovision Company

Decovision Company
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Our World

A DESIGNER’S EYE FOR

The 208-bedroom Vision Link Hotel in Abu Dhabi has been designed
with comfort in mind. Residents and guests can choose between a studio,
1-bed or 2-bed room and there is a gym and swimming pool available.
An earthy, natural palette of greens and browns is soothing on the eye.
Furniture is informal, nicely proportioned and comfortable. Textures and
patterns have been sensitively added so as not to shout out but
to complement the relaxing environment.
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Vision Link Hotel
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Vision Link Hotel

2

1. The functional and stylish kitchenette.
2. Spacious living and dining rooms.
3. Comfortable bedroom at Vision Link.
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Client
Time Hotel Management

FF&E works

Aecom Engineering

Decovision Company
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MODERN & FRESH

Located on the waterfront expanse of the Abu Dhabi cornice and only 40 minutes from
Abu Dhabi International Airport, the luxurious Meera Time Residence is complete with
state-of-the-art facilities and a choice of 312 fully furnished residences, comprising
78 two-bedroom units and apartments 195 one-bedroom units and apartments and
39 studio units. Each residence boasts a fully fitted kitchen, refrigerator and washer,
perfectly meeting the needs of the long stay guest.
Rooms are bright and airy with high ceilings and floor-to-ceiling windows. The interior
design is modern with splashes of vivid color – a signature wall here, a bright, funky
sofa there. The result is a lively, fresh pad that any trendy young person would instantly
fall in love with, as many have.
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Meera Time Residence
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Client
Royal Catering

Fit-out & FF&E works

KEO

LWD design
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HINTS OF THE OCEAN

The culinary character of Catch plays a cinematic role in a hospitality scene that
evokes all senses in a far more immersive manner than just being a restaurant. With
artistic presentation of its inventive seafood cuisine, gracious performance of its staff,
panoramic views of Arabian Gulf, stylish décor and seductive mix of contemporary
music, Catch is a journey and destination unto itself.
The chic venue boasts stunning views of the waterfront from its large windows and
roof terrace bar. The white and silver colour scheme, abundance of highly lacquered
lightwood, and stylish simplicity is reminiscent of ocean yachts.
With its gourmet seafood fusion cuisine, exotic cocktails, an extensive wine list and
warm hospitality, Catch offers a unique dining experience full of theatre and artistry.
The restaurant’s maritime theme is prevalent throughout, with nods to the UAE’s
pearl diving heritage, and can be seen in the custom decorative fittings suspended
above the bar, and lobster pot-styled pendants in the terrace and stairwells, the rope
detailing on the seating and the spectacular fish scale beverage bar, amongst others.
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Catch Restaurant
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Catch Restaurant

3

1. Main beverage bar with stainless steel fish scale cladding.
2. Tree slab private dining table.
3. Custom made metal bar stool with wool rope wrap on legs.
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Client
Intercontinental Hotel

Fit-out & FF&E works

2020 Interiors

Curious Design
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070

Circo Restaurant

071

THE CIRCUS COMES

Circo draws its inspiration and name from the old-style tents of the circus troupes that
used to travel and perform across Europe. With locations in New York, Las Vegas and
at the iconic InterContinental Abu Dhabi.
Circo offers Italian cuisine with plenty of flair from the kitchen of Chef Matteo.
The menu features signature Tuscan dishes with authentic recipes passed down
through the generations of the Maccioni family who founded the restaurant.
Circo’s dining room takes guests on a journey from the lively streets of Abu Dhabi
to a playful European carnival through its imaginative and charmingly quirky design.
The radiant colour palette and cheerful decor create a vibrant, whimsical and dynamic
ambiance that is enhanced by luxurious interior design details and quirky features.
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Circo Restaurant
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Client
Intercontinental Hotel

Fit-out & FF& E works

ACG

WA International
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Byblos Restaurant

077

AUTHENTIC LEBANESE CUISINE

The stylish 300-seat restaurant is set over two floors; the ground floor and terrace are
exclusive dining areas where guests can enjoy waterside views; the second floor hosts
Byblos Sur Mer’s lounge bar where singers and performers perform live throughout
the evening. In addition, spacious outdoor seating areas are perfect for relaxing with
a shisha while gazing out across the Gulf.
Inside the modern Arabic style is sophisticated yet informal, with comfortable seating
and capacity for large family groups. Dark wood is prominent with stone textured
effect walls. Hints of decorative wrought ironwork are evident in window screens and
lanterns. Tall oriental style arches allow natural washes of light into some areas, and
the generous room sizes and high ceilings create a feeling of space. The overall effect
is one of luxury and warmth, capturing the essence of authentic Lebanese hospitality.
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Byblos Restaurant
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Client
Emirates Palace –Abu Dhabi

Fit-out & FF& E works

Woods bagot PTY

Gilles & Boisier
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AWARD-WINNING
EMIRATES PALACE

Enter a haven of sophistication at Hakkasan Dubai – an award winning
independent restaurant where exquisite food and modern, authentic décor
combine to create a unique dining experience.
Geared in the principles of emotional architecture and feng shui, Hakkasan’s
interiors evoke a sense of balance – the perfect complement of yin and yang
that is mirrored in all aspects of Chinese culture, from cuisine to hospitality.
The heady mix of marble, wood, steel, stone and leather, brings rich textures
to life while forms are simple and elegant – the perfect evocation of modern
Chinese fine dining at Emirates Palace Hotel.
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Hakkasan Restaurant - Abu Dhabi
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Hakkasan restaurant offers a modern take on Chinese cuisine, one that celebrates
freshness and purity of flavour and where signature Hakkasan dishes like Peking Duck
with Caviar and Grilled Wagyu Beef with King Soy Sauce are served alongside a set of
new dishes created especially for an Emirate clientele.
Comprising a 152-seat restaurant, bar and lounge as well as four private dining rooms,
the 16,000 sq ft space is separated by carved wooden screens and latticing that echo
the rich interiors of the flagship restaurant in London.
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Hakkasan Restaurant - Dubai
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CUISINE AND INTERIOR

Hakkasan’s interiors evoke a sense of balance – the perfect complement of
yin and yang that is mirrored in all aspects of Chinese culture, from cuisine to
hospitality. The heady mix of marble, wood, steel, stone and leather, brings rich
textures to life while forms are simple and elegant. Embroidered furniture and
marbled Chinese forms enrich the space, and the main dining area is crafted
into a wooden cage surrounded by backlit blue glass and a stainless steel frame.
Whatever the occasion – whether a celebratory dinner, romantic rendezvous
or business lunch – Hakkasan is sure to leave a lasting impression.
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Hakkasan Restaurant - Dubai
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Client
Emirates Palace

Fit-out works and FF&E

The Designers

The Designers
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UNPARALLELED GRANDEUR

Steeped in tradition, Mezlai is a veritable showcase of Middle Eastern stately charm
and grandeur. The style takes cues from the grand mosques and private residences
of the elite of Cairo, Damascus and other Oriental Cities.
The traditional Emirati Room exudes warmth, with earthy colors, soothing lighting
and congenial patterns with masharabiya motifs that add an elegant charm to the
160-cover restaurant.
Examples of unrivalled splendor in craftsmanship are everywhere. For example,
the tables with their marquetry use different woods such as ebony or box, inlaid
so as to emphasize the geometric patterns.
Despite its impressive dimensions and formality, the VIP room is given an added
air of privacy and intimacy by the wooden rafters in the ceiling.
The beautiful wooden doors return to a time when wood carvers of Persia, Syria,
Egypt and Spain produced the most elaborate and minutely delicate woodwork,
as well as richly decorated paneling and other designs for wall linings, ceilings,
pulpits and all kinds of fittings and furniture.
The arches are similarly carved to make a beautiful complement to the doors and
stained glass settings finish off the effect and make a grand statement.
Red has been used as an accent in the furniture and accessories in the restaurant;
as a social and engaging color, which sits harmoniously with the tradition in
the region of generous hospitality and the sharing of a meal as a collective and
communal activity.
A grand mural representing Abu Dhabi’s heritage and economic growth forms the
center piece of the restaurant, which offers indoor and outdoor dining areas, as well
as a secluded VIP dining areas and a majlis on the second floor.
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Mezlai Restaurant
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Mezlai Restaurant

1. Stairs leading to private dining areas.
2. Tables with geometric marquetry designs.
3. The VIP Majlis restaurant.
4. The grand Private Dining Hall with impressive stained glass doors.
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Client
Rotana

Fit-out & FF&E works

LWDesign

LWDesign
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FRESH AND CONTEMPORARY

Flavor on Two is a funky eatery appealing to the modern diner with an international
all-day dining menu offering buffet breakfast, lunch and dinner with the option of a
la carte as well. Fresh and contemporary, the restaurant is perfect for informal dining
with a range of tempting choices and is host to some of the most popular all-inclusive
themed food evenings in Dubai.
The clean, modern design is a reflection of the restaurant’s dining experience, from
menu to cuisine and service. A variety of textures surfaces and materials make for a
playful interior. Cool rustic slate grey tile walls are a counterpoint to the warm cut log
feature wall and contrasting grain tables. Vibrant green and luxurious leather upholstery
combine with cherry wood tables to make this a warm and comfortable casual dining
space. Glass and luminescent light fixtures add a contemporary twist and the cream
textured fat columns soften the lines and afford some privacy.
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Flavor on Two - Tower Rotana
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Client
H.H Sheikh Suroor Bin
Moh’d Al Nahyan

Fit-out & FF&E works

Rafik El Khoury

DBI Design
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A TRIBUTE TO THE AGE

Scotts Sea Food Restaurant at Etihad Towers, Abu Dhabi has something of an
opulent, old-fashioned feel, and is strongly influenced by the Art Deco aesthetic
of the great ocean liners of the 1920s and 1930s.
The main restaurant seats 180 guests; the upper deck provides an additional
area for dining and post dinner drinks in the cooler months.
Everywhere you look is gleaming and glossy with reflective mosaic tiling and
dramatic lighting. Pale-green banquettes, keeping with the ocean liner theme,
run around the edges of the oval room.
One of the most impressive features is the central chandelier, adding grandeur to
any occasion. For those seeking an elegant and grown-up experience, that isn’t
too oppressive or intimidating, Scotts is their number one port of call.
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Scotts Sea Food Restaurant
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1. The elegant and intimate half moon bar.
2. Interiors heavily influenced by the ocean liner aesthetic.
3. Opulent washrooms with white marble and gold inlays.
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Scotts Sea Food Restaurant
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Client
H.H Sheikh Suroor Bin Moh’d Al Nahyan

Fit-out & FF&E works

Aecom

DBI Design
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SUMPTUOUS AUTHENTIC ITALIAN

Bice is Jumeirah’s Italian restaurant at Etihad Towers, Abu Dhabi and offers
an exceptional combination of modern and traditional Italian cuisine served
in a stylish environment at the heart of the capital.
With both indoor and al fresco seating, Bice restaurant is the perfect venue
to indulge in sumptuous Italian dishes in a setting that provides an element
of refinement and mystique.
The interior is a celebration of Italian design and craftsmanship. Take for
example, the duotone leather hand stitched chairs and bar stools, which pay
homage to Italy’s famous leather design goods. Seating areas are divided
by floor-to-ceiling wood carved screen, breaking the expansive rooms and
revealing a more organic, natural aesthetic that softens the profusion of soft
metallic surfaces. Warm browns and rich golds create a relaxing state where
the food can be savored, not rushed. Subdued lighting exudes a timeless
elegance and calming environment.
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Bice Restaurant
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1

* Main design or techniques used in the hotel (sophisticated
lantern, wavy table separators)

1. A sophisticated interior room with a classy chandelier.
2. Elegant piano bar.
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Bice Restaurant

2
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Client
Etihad Towers - Jumeirah

Fit-out & FF&E works

LWD Design

DBI Design
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MOODY, EXOTIC AND UNIQUE

This exquisite restaurant, located in the heart of Abu Dhabi, takes fine Lebanese dining
to a whole new level. The décor is chic yet warm, the staff knowledgeable and attentive.
But what really sets Li Beirut apart is the passion of its chef and his team.
Li Beirut’s vision is to revolutionise and modernise Arabic cuisine, and the ambition
is shown in every dish. From the foie gras kebbeh starter to the signature main course
of zaatar crusted rack of lamb accompanied by sweet potato and truffle, in addition to
scrumptious traditional favourites, everything on the menu is a masterpiece.
As too is the interior design; based on a Lebanese bar restaurant, the restaurant offers
a level of intimacy and service that goes far beyond expectation. Moody deep reds and
neutral slate greys conspire to create a feeling of the exotic, while geometric patterned
screens reflect its Beirut origins.
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Li Beirut Lebanese Restaurant
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Client
Beach Rotana Hotel

Interior fit-out works & furnishing

Ghazi Awad Architect

LWD Designers
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A TRUE FLAVOUR OF INDIA

Indigo at Beach Rotana Hotel Abu Dhabi reflects the true essence of traditional India.
Subtle spices and heady aromas combine together in Indian cuisine and the same
approach is evident in Indigo’s interiors. Rich colors and textures have been blended
harmoniously to decorate the kitchen and restaurant.
Architectural features, including curved archways and elaborately carved timber
screens, are juxtaposed with a rich color palette that evokes the majesty of a royal
past, as earthy red and yellow walls come together with ornate light fixtures and
delicate silk upholstery.
Indigo pays tribute to the culture and culinary flavor of sophistication and finesse.
Cosy interiors, stylish design, fabrics and candles in a lively setting set the scene
for a perfect experience to create a journey of taste and aesthetic discovery.
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Indigo Restaurant - Beach Rotana
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1. The enticing entrance at Indigo.
2. Restaurant bar with warm woods and dazzling pendant lighting.
3. A table set for private party dinning.
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Indigo Restaurant - Beach Rotana
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Client
Emirates Palace

Interior design, decoration and execution
of interior fit-out works & furniture

Khatib & Alami

Decorpoint
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OASIS OF BEAUTY

Rooted in the timeless healing traditions of the world’s richest cultures, Anantara Spa at
the Emirates Palace Hotel has been designed to restore balance and harmony between
body and mind in an oasis of beauty, grace and tranquility. Intoxicating aromas of the
world’s most exotic elixirs and oils are used in treatments designed to deliver radiance,
healing and a quiet sense of inner and outer wellbeing.
The name Anantara is derived from the ancient Sanskrit meaning ‘without end’ and true
to its definition the spa evokes a timelessness that is in harmony with wellbeing and the
calming healing power of time.
A signature color palette of reds is apparent throughout the spa for very good reason.
Roses were very popular with the Romans, the ancient Egyptians and subsequently the
Mughal dynasties. Red roses are a preferred choice in the preparation of essential oils
as they have the sweetest scent of all flowers.
Oriental opulence and splendid plush interiors, luxuriant drapery, silk hand woven rugs
and wonderful diwans are complemented by ornate light fixtures and extravagant palms
to create an aura of old-world luxury that completely whisks the guest away into a relaxing
and indulgent atmosphere that elicits a sense of comfort, ease and wellness.
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Emirates Palace - Anantara Spa
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1. The decadent reception with rich reds and intricate latticing.
2. Treatment room with opulent fabrics and dark woods.
3. Ecclesiastical architectural detailing.
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Emirates Palace - Anantara Spa
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Client
SSPD

Interior fit-out and FF&E
Aecom

DBI
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Etihad Towers - Gym and Spa
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PERFECT WELNESS RETREAT

At Jumeirah Spa, every treatment is a journey of self-discovery, personalised
to individual requirements to ensure a feeling of total revitalization.
Each spa is individually designed, inspired by local culture and natural elements of earth,
fire and water. The treatment rooms are havens of tranquillity, with subtle lighting creating
an air of intimacy and seclusion. The spa’s holistic theme is mimicked through the alcove
ceiling rings of soft light and bauble chandelier installations.
The state-of-the-art health club offers the very best in fitness equipment and facilities.
Whether guests are looking to revitalize before a meeting, unwind after a long day or
start a new fitness programme, the facilities at Jumeirah offer the perfect wellness retreat.
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Etihad Towers - Gym and Spa
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Client
Beach Rotana Hotel

General Joinery, fit-out works and FF&E

G.A. Architect

LWD Designers
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Beach Rotana - Spa
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HOLISTIC ASIAN PHILOSOPHIES

Zen Spa comprises 10 treatment rooms, two tranquility suites and relaxation areas all
covered with natural stone cladding merged with walnut wood along with the beauty
of multicolor mosaic that, combined, create a tranquil setting.
The concept of Zen Spa is derived from the holistic Asian philosophies of calm
and serenity with an added contemporary twist.
The Zen inspired treatment rooms have been designed with a minimalist touch and feature
high contrast dark wood juxtaposed with soothing warm cream textured backdrops and
calming light washes from hidden sources. Taking reference from Japanese Zen gardens,
bamboo plants feature in alcoves to add a harmonious natural element.
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Beach Rotana - Spa
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Client
Emirates Land Group/Foresight
Development and Project Management

Interior fit-out works

KLD

KLD
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Villa D Project
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A VIP SPACE FOR EVERYDAY

The 3,000m2 Villa D concept is based on modern, classic and Japanese styles
combined to create a VIP space for everyday modern and elegant living.
Each room is set as a theatrical stage, with dramatic architectural details and features
and lighting that creates an atmosphere of excitement. One such feature is the flying
spiral staircase in stainless steel and glass that connects the lower basement swimming
pool to all levels of the villa.
A warm, earthy color palette and soft lighting create a luxurious, yet homely, ambience
which counters the expansive marble walls and floors.
Villa D was awarded ‘Interior Design of the Year: Residential’ at the CID Awards in 2009.
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Villa D Project
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Client
Private

Interior fit-out and FF&E

Decovision Company

Decovision Company
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Penthouse Project
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A DECADENT, STATELY SHOWPIECE

The interior design of a private residence says much about the personality
and style of the owner. For this penthouse project, Decovision worked with
the owner to capture a dramatic, opulent and classic Baroque look – a style
adopted by European royalty in the seventeenth century and the preference
of palaces in Europe through the mid-eighteenth century of which Louis XIV’s
palace at Versailles is the most renowned.
The Baroque color palette is often rich, incorporating dark reds, purples, blues
or greens to enhance gold accent features that are commonly used to decorate
mirrors, art, and accessories. Interiors are highly detailed, including intricately
carved wood detailing paired with luxurious textiles used for furniture, wall,
and window coverings. These fabrics are often damask or floral patterned.
Hand-woven rugs are placed to soften spaces. Furniture is intricately detailed
to accent embellishments with curved legs, carved details, and gilding. Other
design features include large mirrors, crystal chandeliers, intricately carved
doors, doorknobs, and pulls. All the elements come together beautifully to
create a decadent, stately showpiece.
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Penthouse Project
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1. The opulent Master bedroom.
2. Baroque style at the penthouse.
3. Interior dressed with art, large mirrors and lavish fabric drops.
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Penthouse Project
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Client
Arabtec

Interior fit-out and FF&E

Confluence

Decovision Company
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Our World

SPACE, LIGHT & FUNCTION

The 2,800m2 Arabtec offices in Abu Dhabi have a modern and fresh feel with a palette
of colors that both relax and stimulate. A signature red is used to highlight aspects
of dynamism, while the muted greys and creams add a sense of functional efficiency.
Geometric forms set a formal and professional tone that’s just right for business.
Floor to ceiling glass wall partitioning and doors maintain a feeling of space and
light while offering soundproofed privacy for meetings.
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Arabtec Offices
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Client
Aabar Properties

Interior Fit-out Works for Aabar Offices,
IPIC Square, E25 P10, Abu Dhabi

Confluence

Woods Bagot
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Our World

STYLISH AND FORMAL

The 4,200m2 Aabar offices at Ipic tower in Abu Dhabi exude a quiet confidence. Featuring
open expanses of marble flooring, uncluttered walls and floor-to-ceiling decorative wood
paneling, the feeling is that of a high-end showroom.
The long reception desk makes a dramatic impression on visiting clients. Distinct working
zones – meeting rooms and breakout spaces – are furnished with modern, utilitarian style
chairs and tables, punctuated with plants or vases of natural displays. Warm and luxurious
contrasting colors have been used throughout to create a richness while, at the same time,
soften the environment.
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Aabar Offices
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Client
ADAC

Interior fit-out and FF&E

Confluence

Woods Bagot
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Our World

167

A RELAX HEAVEN

The 900m2 VIP Business Class lounge at Terminal 2 at Abu Dhabi International
Airport elevates the VIP travel experience to a whole new level.
Parquet wooden flooring, dark wood and alabaster panelling, deep upholstered
sofas, chandeliers and framed prints create a luxurious atmosphere reminiscent of a
Gentleman’s club yet with a modern approach which is in line with the expectations
of the international traveller. It’s the ideal haven for any traveller to relax and unwind
while they wait for their onward flight.
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VIP Lounge Airport - Abu Dhabi
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PALACES
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Decovision Design
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GOVERNMENTAL

OFFICES

IPIC
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Decovision Design
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HOSPITALITY

RESIDENCIAL

Vision Hotel
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Decovision Design
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MOSQUE

MUSEUM

IPIC
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Decovision Design
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COMMERCIAL
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Decovision Design

SPA
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Presidential Palace of Abu Dhabi
Supreme Council for National Security
Abu Dhabi Court house
Ambassador Council Hall
Edition Mariott 5 Star Hotel – Abu Dhabi
Rotana Al ain Ahliya 5 Star Hotel – Dubai
Savoy Resort - Seychelles
Pascal Tepper French Bakery
Ipic Auditorium
Pregos Restaurant
Kigali convention Center- Rwanda
Nation Towers- Abu Dhabi
Royal Group office Building
Ministry of Foreign Affairs- Dubai
Saraya Residential Towers
Brasserie French Restaurant at Etihad
Towers
Tori No Su –Japanese restaurant at Etihad
Towers
Rosewood Hotel Abu Dhabi
Shining Towers
Al Mafraq Hotel
Vision Hotel Apartments
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Projects List
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Our World
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Providing creative solutions and excellence in all that we do is what Decovision is about.
Over the years, every project we have undertaken has been an exercise in expanding our
vision and creative abilities; with each new client, we continue to grow and learn and our
portfolio and standing in the market speaks to our ability to deliver the very best.
With the expansion of our factory, a development we are extremely proud of, we have the
capability to offer a comprehensive interiors solution to world-class standards. We look
forward to the opportunity to work with you on your project, no matter how big or small,
whether it is a private residence or a hotel, a restaurant or an office space.

OUR GOAL IS TO BRING A WORLD
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Conclusion
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{Abu Dhabi} {Dubai} {Doha}

Abu Dhabi Offices
T } +971 2 499 5444
F } +971 2 499 5400
P.O.Box 73814 Abu Dhabi - UAE

Dubai Offices
T } +971 4 346 7711
F } +971 4 346 7722
P.O.Box 334138 Dubai - UAE

M Floor, Tower 2, Vision Twin
Towers, Najda Street

Suite 109, Level 1, Emarat Atrium
Building, Sheikh Zayed Road

Designed by Brandem.
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Contact Us

